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Abstract
The increasing trend of using unconventional data in urban planning environments has led to the need for developing systems
that can visualize this data. Here we present a visualization for studying commuting flows within a city, with a particular focus
on the distribution of mode of transportation usage. Our design, called ModalCell, uses a glyph-based flow map to show a
city’s flows considering mode split, direction, and distance range. We evaluate ModalCell with a pilot survey and a use case
that shows the potential of the approach to make flows within a city visible and understandable.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Information visualization; Visual analytics;

1. Introduction

In recent years, the importance of Big Data for urban mobility
has been heavily noted. The availability of large amounts of data
from non-traditional sources has allowed to study urban phenom-
ena at previously unseen scales [ZCW∗16], hinting that it could
be possible to analyze the city at finer spatio-temporal granularity
than before. One type of recently available data used to study fine-
grained transportation and mobility is Data Detail Records (XDR).
These records are generated by mobile operators with the purpose
of billing customers, and have been used for a wide range of studies
regarding mobility, transportation, and human behaviour in gen-
eral [BDK15]. Current state of the art methods to infer commut-
ing patterns go as far as disentangling mode of transportation us-
age [GGCP18].

However, domain experts do not work with tools that allow them
to explore these vast data sets, and new inference methods based
on Machine Learning are not always interpretable, nor follow the
conventions of their disciplines. For instance, even though speed is
a relevant feature for transportation experts, XDR-based inference
does not rely on it, as speed is not reliable from XDR. As such,
building trust in the results and making them transparent for domain
experts is a challenge [B∗01].

Visualization is a powerful tool to build trust [KPN16]. To con-
tribute in bridging the gap between Data Science and Transporta-
tion, in this paper we introduce ModalCell, a visualization for
XDR-inferred flows with mode split within a city. We propose a
novel glyph design that encodes flow magnitude and mode of trans-
port, with discretized direction and distance dimensions.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shows the context
and data set where we instantiate ModalCell. Section 3 defines the

user tasks that ModalCell aims to. Section 4 discusses the related
work and its influence on the proposed design space. The design
space and the user interface is described in Section 5. Section 6
describes a brief evaluation of the system, through a use case and a
pilot survey. Finally, Section 7 describes the conclusions and future
lines of work.

2. Context and Data Set

In this paper we visualize trips in Santiago, the capital of Chile,
a city with almost 8 million inhabitants in 35 administrative units
denoted municipalities. A trip [Hal12] is a displacement from one
point to another, with the following features: origin (which may be
a geographical position, or a specific area, such as a block, neigh-
bourhood, census tract, etc.), destination (idem), waypoints (idem)
in some cases, date, departure time, travel distance, travel purpose,
and mode of transportation choice.

Here, we work with a data set of inferred commuting trips from
XDR, including purpose and mode(s) [GGCP18]. In total, it con-
tains trips from approximately 600,000 devices, in a one-month pe-
riod, August 2016. We restrict this paper to spatial analysis, so only
one day of the dataset is showcased. Bus, subway (metro), and car
trips were inferred for this data set. Pedestrian trips were left out of
the analysis in the source data, as we focus on long distance trans-
portation (>1 Km.).

In the next section we define the user tasks to be performed on
this data set.

3. User Tasks

We target urban and transportation planners as users of our pro-
posed system. Since transportation data contains geographical in-
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formation, domain experts traditionally work with Geographical In-
formation Systems (GIS) that present information on tables, maps,
and other visualizations [Thi00].

The usual workflow in using GIS for transportation is aligned
with a common paradigm to define visualization processes, known
as the “Visual Information Seeking Mantra:” overview first, zoom
and filter, then details-on-demand [Shn96]. An overview is an im-
portant part of the analytical process and a starting point for more
detailed analysis. Andrienko et al. [AAFW17] proposed an analyt-
ical procedure targeted on revealing and exploring spatial and tem-
poral patterns in flow data, a step of which considers a map-view
with glyphs encoding flows used to perform spatial flow analysis
tasks. We expand on those specific tasks by adding the mode of
transportation dimension. Thus, we expect our system to assist in:

• Task 1: Getting an overview of the transportation mode spatial
distribution of flows within a city and major spatial trends.
• Task 2: Inferring the transportation behavior of particular admin-

istrative zones of the city: identifying major hubs, high-density
traffic areas and flow trends, and comparing flows of different
modes, distance ranges and directions.

Next, we describe previous solutions found in the literature for
traffic flow visualization.

4. Related Work

Visualization for traffic analysis is an active field of research, with
unconventional data sources (e.g., mobile phone and social network
data) as its predominant source [AAC∗17]. There are three main
approaches to work with the tasks we defined in the previous sec-
tion: graph-based, matrix-based, and glyph-based flow visualiza-
tion.

Graph-based visualization is a natural choice for showing
geospatial relations, in which links connect related points of inter-
est. However, when links between nodes become highly probable,
which is the case with mobility data, readability of this scheme de-
creases abruptly, mainly due to the density of connections and the
fixed positions of nodes. A series of techniques have been devel-
oped to cope with this: Edge aggregation [VLBR∗16], flow sim-
plification [BM14], edge-bundling [GSRB17, HVW09], and clus-
tering algorithms [ZG14]. These methods have been applied in
geospatial settings [CGW15] but are known for introducing arti-
facts and working well for special cases only [AAFW17]. For in-
stance, the visual encoding of edges (bundled or not) is the same
generally used for trajectory visualization, although edges may not
represent routes.

Matrix-based visualizations make an efficient use of visual space
but have a rigid layout which does not allow for geographic op-
erations. Maptrix [YDGM17] enhances the traditional O-D Ma-
trix with interactivity and a synchronized choropleth map. Flow
tree [WDSR09] use another kind of layout where each square on
the grid shows the flow to every other square. Tile maps have been
developed to overcome square-grids while maintaining spatial rela-
tions [MH17]. In spite of particular improvements, matrices do not
cope well with overviewing as they are not easily relatable to a map
and rely on heavily abstracted space notions.

Glyphs allow to encode abstract flow information, confining it
to a limited icon-sized space, and benefit from being visually in-
dependent from one another [BKC∗13]. Following this line of
research, Ma et al. [MLC∗16] used the sunburst diagram as a
model for their glyph, which encodes flow origin and direction.
Zeng et al. [ZFAQ13] combined the glyph-based approach with
explicit flows that attach to special parts of the glyphs to visual-
ize subway commuting. In Andrienko et al. [AAFW17] radial dia-
grams are used to encode flow magnitude by direction and distance
range. These glyph designs do not consider trip variables such as
mode of transportation. Thus, it remains an open question how to
make them multi-variate in that aspect.

To the extent of our knowledge, there is no solution that meets
all the requirements of our tasks. Concluding, we consider a glyph-
based design an appropriate choice to build upon, as glyphs pro-
duce less occlusion than graphs, and give a more intuitive spatial
sense than matrices.

5. System Design

In this section we motivate the visual design of ModalCell. First,
we describe the data structure that feeds ModalCell. Then we define
the design space of the proposed glyphs that allow to perform the
tasks under consideration. Finally, we describe the user interface
containing the glyphs with interaction on a map. Figure 1 shows
the graphical user interface for ModalCell, with three alternative
glyph designs.

Data Structure An XDR-inferred trip is comprised by a sequence
of cell towers from origin to destination, each one with a specific
geolocation. Cell towers can be aggregated according to an arbi-
trary space partition; we use municipalities since our target users
are transportation planners. Since a trip should only count once in
the flow magnitude of the city, we produced three ways of account-
ing for them, which we call flow orientations: outgoing, where
each trip is counted at its origin tower; incoming, where each trip
is counted at its destination tower; and passing, where each trip’s
weight is divided equally into each tower of its sequence.

Trip features include mode(s) of transportation, direction (the
origin-destination spatial vector) and distance (euclidean distance
from origin-to-destination). We discretize the direction and dis-
tance dimensions of trips, and arrange the resulting flows in the
data structure shown on Figure 2.

Visual Representation As discussed in Section 4, a glyph-based
visualization seems the most appropriate choice to represent flows
in the city as required by Section 3. Our main challenge is encoding
mode of transportation along other variables.

Figure 3 shows the design space of ModalCell, with three alter-
native glyph designs. As mode of transportation is the only categor-
ical variable under consideration, with a limited number of values
(in our case: bus, metro, and car), color was deemed the best visual
channel to encode it. Shape, size, and position are left as possible
channels for flow magnitude, distance and direction. A radial dia-
gram naturally follows from the data structure, so elliptical forms
immediately appear as a congruent option. As the central space in
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Figure 1: ModalCell showing commute data of Santiago for the different flow orientations: (a) outgoing, (b) incoming and (c) passing. The
legend at the top-left corner of the screen can be interacted with to filter by mode of transportation and switch flow orientation (by clicking
on the arrow-shaped icon).

Figure 2: Flow data structure diagram. Angular space is split be-
tween twelve bins, while the distance dimension is split into short
(<5 km.), medium (<10 km.) and long (>=10 km.). Each bin has
a flow magnitude associated to each mode of transportation equiv-
alent to its total trip count.

Figure 3: Flow diagram alternatives, representing the same set of
values. A Represents flow in each direction as a combination of
transportation modes. B and C differentiate flows by distance (short
to long distance range from the center out) but only show the pre-
dominant mode for each range. The embedded circles at the center,
common to all, show the aggregated flow magnitude by mode.

the data structure is empty, it is used as a summary of the data,
allowing for a better overview (Task 1), while the radial part of
the diagram shows the details of the flows’ distance and direction
(Task 2). For the central part, an embedded circles glyph was used,
with the predominant mode of transportation as the outermost, to
enhance color preattentiveness. In our first design (Fig. 3 A) the

same embedded circles were used to represent the flow disaggre-
gated by direction radially, but does not incorporate distance di-
mension. For our second design (Fig. 3 B) circles were juxtaposed
to differentiate by distance range, with color only showing the pre-
dominant mode for each distance range to avoid information satu-
ration. Short, medium and long trips are arranged center-out, in that
order. Juxtaposed bars were employed instead of circles in the last
design (Fig. 3 C), as circular area is not well suited for magnitude
comparison.

Colors to encode mode of transportation were generated using
the HSL model by splitting the hue dimension into n equal parts,
with n the number of mode of transportation classes. As the de-
sign produces embedded circles of different classes, the following
method is used to avoid optical vibration and diminished readabil-
ity due to high contrast: the first circle to be embedded into another
has its saturation reduced to half (thus reducing optical vibration
while retaining class association), then, the remaining classes are
aggregated into a gray (i.e., non saturated) circle. This achieves
maintaining the preattentive attributes of color for the predominant
mode of transportation while leaving the rest of the information
available for closer inspection.

To avoid overlapping glyphs, glyph positions are precalculated
through an iterative algorithm, which takes into account each el-
ement’s size and distance to its respective area. In each iteration,
overlapping glyphs repel each other and then are attracted to their
respective area’s centroid, so that they do not exceed its boundaries.

User Interface The glyph design is embedded into an interactive
tiled Web map, implemented in p5.js [p5]. The map contains a leg-
end menu on the top-right corner. Rather than using a legend and
a separate widget for options, a legend menu serves both functions
and saves screen space. In Figure 1 the Legend Menu is shown: an
interactive legend that serves as a widget for filtering options and
global parameters (for a study on interactive legends, see [RLP10]).
Available options are mode of transportation filtering, and the flow
orientation switch, which induces the glyphs to display either out-
going, passing or incoming flows.
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Figure 4: ModalCell switched to display passing flows and zoomed
in on Santiago downtown. A mixed mode distribution can be ob-
served, with metro and bus as the most numerous. Important flow
variations are associated to the incidence angle.

6. Evaluation

In this section we describe a preliminary two-fold evaluation of
ModalCell: a use case, showing how the defined tasks can be solved
with the system, and a pilot survey, where we asked domain experts
to evaluate the glyph designs as overviews of the city.

Use case: Commuting Flows We conduct a use case in which the
user wants to get a general understanding of the flows in Santiago
(Task 1) and see the transportation behavior of a particular zone of
interest (Task 2).

Task 1 Figure 1a shows outgoing flows at municipality granu-
larity in Santiago. By looking at the overall shape and color of
the glyphs the user can get two insights: the distribution of mode
of transportation predominance in space (based on color hue), and
the possible commuting attractors of the city (based on glyph size
and tilt). Switching the flow orientation to incoming (Fig. 1b) re-
veals the heavy intake of Santiago (downtown), Providencia and
Las Condes, confirming their centric role.

Task 2 Next, the user wants to know more about the center of the
city. Looking at the radial part of Santiago downtown through the
different flow orientations (Fig. 1) it can be observed that this mu-
nicipality shows a mixed behavior in terms of mode distribution,
but also that subway is the most important in each case. Bus flow
comes mostly from the south and is the largest mode in the long
distance range (Fig. 1b). Switching flow orientation to passing and
zooming in (Fig. 4) reveals that the south-east and south-west di-
rections show predominantly car flow. Then, the user can repeat
this process for other zones of interest, and with this knowledge
perform more detailed questions over the data.

Pilot Survey We designed a small survey to grasp how domain
experts perceive the glyph designs (c.f. Fig. 3) applied to XDR
data from Santiago. We showed the three outflow overviews of the
city (one per glyph), and for each one we asked task-related ques-
tions (e.g., ”Which municipality has the biggest outgoing flow?”,
”Which municipality has more long trips?”), and asked them to rate
the legibility of the visualization with a 5-point Likert scale. Then,
we asked global questions, such as which design was easier to un-
derstand, which one was more functional according to their needs,
and which one was more aesthetically pleasing.

In total, we surveyed 13 domain experts (7 from Transportation,
4 from Data Science, 2 from Urbanism). As a summary of the re-
sults, we observed that the first design (Fig. 3, A) was the more legi-
ble, functional, and liked by users in terms of aesthetics. In terms of
tasks, all designs allowed users to give satisfactory answers, how-
ever, this is only a validation in terms of coherence—these users
were experts and probably had prior knowledge about the context.

Some users claimed that the geometry of the glyph was useful,
but that the color encoding was confusing. They explicitly sug-
gested to use one glyph per mode of transportation. This suggests
that having the option of coordinated-views in ModalCell would
help to target experts used to different interaction paradigms.

7. Discussion and Future Work

In this paper we contributed a work-in-progress visualization tool,
ModalCell, that follows a glyph-based overview of the movement
flows within a city, with a focus on mode split. We observed that the
design allows to identify city-level commuting patterns as a start-
ing point for more detailed questions and tasks to be performed,
evaluated with a use case and a pilot survey.

In addition to conduct a full user study with ModalCell, we de-
vise three lines of future work. First, as suggested from our pilot
survey, we may include coordinated views in the system, through
either using the same visual encoding, or by using different visu-
alizations (which would enable to show other details-on-demand,
available from other data sets), extending the capabilities of our
system in-line with the analytical procedure performed by domain
experts. Second, we have not explored the full possibilities of the
design space in ModalCell. For instance, a composite glyph, where
the inner part shows another radial visualization instead of concen-
tring circles, could be useful to depict the summary distribution. A
pie chart could be a reasonable choice, given the small number of
categories depicted. Finally, time-dependency analysis should be
addressed. This aspect was left out this work, but as our system
fits into the analytical procedure for revealing spatial and temporal
flow patterns proposed by Andrienko et al. [AAFW17], the same
techniques could be applied to expand this work into the temporal
dimension, adapting it to accommodate mode of transportation into
their clustering algorithms.

A limitation of our design is that it does not consider inter-
modality, i.e., the usage of more than one mode of transportation in
a trip. This is relevant in cities such as Santiago, where trips com-
bining bus and metro are common. The solution may depend on
the task at hand. For instance, if not all combinations of modes are
relevant, then a combination could be considered as an additional
mode in our current encoding.

To conclude, understanding the city with new data sources
and new ways of analyzing data has the potential to improve
cities [CMS∗16]. We believe our work-in-progress contributes to
bridging this gap through visualization design.
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